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ABOUT THE FABIAN WOMEN’S NETWORK
The Fabian Women’s Network is a vibrant network of over 2000 women, working to
promote and facilitate women’s engagement in politics and public life. We take a lead
in promoting policy that has women at its heart, holding dialogue with key thinkers on
pertinent policy areas. We bring women together from a wide variety of backgrounds,
from across the country and across industries and sectors. The women share knowledge,
skills and opportunities and we aim to support and elevate them in their journeys.
Our bi-annual magazine Fabiana, established in 2011 on the back of the fourth wave
of British feminism, leads cutting edge debates across a wide range of issues including
economic growth, government reform, international politics, science and technology.
We hold regular and varied events and receptions, attended by a range of influencers.
We offer our members a unique opportunity to build networks, share ideas and develop
new skills. In addition to our annual receptions and conference fringe events, we hold
public speaking events in Manchester, informal networking drinks in central London and
we are extending these events to other parts of the country. The Scottish Fabian Women’s
Network was launched in June 2018.

Twitter: @FabianWomen
FB: facebook.com/ FabianWomen
W: www.fabianwomen.org.uk
Or sign up to our newsletter by emailing fabianwomen@fabians.org.uk
President: Seema Malhotra MP
Committee: Sarah Hyde (Chair); Shaista Aziz (Vice Chair); Megan Corton-Scott (Vice
Chair); Amna Abdul; Rachael Agnew; Seyi Akowowo; Sanchia Alasia; Zahra Alijah; Johanna
Baxter; Jos Bell; Christine Megson; Reema Patel; Charlotte Rous; Kindy Sandhu.
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FOREWORD
Seema Malhotra MP
Founder and President of the Fabian Women’s Network

I

n the three years since our last report it feels like politics and the world have changed
almost beyond recognition. Tragically, we lost one of the best, brightest and most
passionate politicians of our generation when Jo Cox was murdered. Her killer, a
man the judge described as a violent white supremacist, was motivated by an ideology
that despised Jo’s message of love and diversity. I worked with Jo through the FWN
and the Labour Women’s Network and she was a brilliantly energising and passionate
advocate for the progress and voice of women.
Just one week after Jo Cox’s death, Britain went to the polls and voted to leave the
European Union. David Cameron resigned, Theresa May became Prime Minister, and
Parliament and politics changed immeasurably.
In November of the same year Donald Trump was elected US President, beating a
candidate who was not only far better qualified, but also the first woman to ever run as
a main party’s candidate.
As I write this, the public looks on aghast as the deadline for leaving the EU is fast
approaching with no semblance of a deal – we continue in Parliament to battle for a
form of leave that will have the least negative impact on our economy, on workplace and
equality rights, and on environmental standards.
It’s a stark reminder that progress is never to be taken for granted.
Battles that are won may need to be re-fought, as those achievements come under attack
from opponents who never really went away.
But there are also signs of new movements that are challenging the status quo. We can
see it happening all over the world. From the fall of Harvey Weinstein and the subsequent
#MeToo and #TimesUp movements, to the rights of women prevailing in the Repeal the
8th referendum, progressive women are refusing to stay silent.
As politics changes and the political environment becomes tougher, the voice of women
within it becomes ever more vital. We are often the sense makers and the strategists, able
to bring into debates a wider range of views and voices.
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Bringing a gender perspective on all issues - and particularly those that have tended
to be dominated by male voices - has been one of the goals of the Fabian Women’s
Network as encouraging women to engage in debates often beyond their comfort zone,
but within which their perspective, can be vital to shift debate and shift opinion.
It is in this context that the outstanding Fabian Women’s Network mentoring programme
also operates. It was ten years ago in workshops and what seems like endless coffee
sessions morning and evening that we designed the Mentoring and Political Education
Programme, a space within which to help grow and nurture talent within the broader
historical and political spaces of both the FWN and the Fabian Society.
Our programme is not simply designed to help individual mentees succeed in their
ambitions – although we are proud of our record which includes forty-two elected to
local councils and countless promotions - but to bring women together to create a diverse
network of highly informed and motivated women there to support each other in bringing
about the change they wish to see. We work to enhance mentees’ understanding of the
nature of the challenges we face, and how to best meet them.
And we challenge them to step into new spaces. Now we find that whether it’s the rise
of artificial intelligence or the transformation of the welfare state, mentees are changing
the nature of our political debate. We encourage mentees to constantly put themselves
forward for the things which once seemed impossible, and with the support of their cohort
– as well as all those who have come before them – we see the most incredible results.
None of this would be possible without the truly brilliant programme co-ordinators
Christine Megson and Caroline Adams, who give their time, skills and expertise so
generously that people are often shocked when I explain the programme is run on a
voluntary basis. Many previous mentees now contribute and help shape the programme,
but I have no doubt that without Christine and Caroline the hundreds of women who have
been through the scheme would not have had such a rich and rewarding experience.
They nurture and support the mentors as well as the mentees, and their endless efforts
behind the scenes are the reason this programme continues to excel.
There are many others to thank, and far too many to list here, but I do want to highlight
the work of the former and current Chairs of the Fabian Women’s Network Executive
Committee Ivana Bartoletti and Sara Hyde, and those who have worked alongside
members to launch networks in the North West and Scotland.
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Thank you to Professor Rosie Campbell, without whom these reports would be impossible,
and to Andrew Harrop and team at the Fabian Society who work hard to ensure our
movement continues to thrive at such a pivotal time. Our advisory group led by Meg
Munn makes us more ambitious and effective each year, collaboration with the Labour
Women’s Network sees both organisations move from strength to strength, and the
support and advice from Barbara Follett remains invaluable. A huge thank you also to
all our mentors – from the House of Lords, House of Commons and range of professions
who give of your time year after year to support our mentees and grow our network.
Last but not least, if it wasn’t for the longstanding support of Unison, and for its help in
publishing this booklet, we would not be in a position to share our successes and ideas
with you all.
I could not be prouder to be both the founder in 2005 and the President of the Fabian
Women’s Network. Whether they choose to enter politics, public bodies, NGOs,
corporates or something else entirely, I have no doubt that the intelligent, impressive and
committed women who make up the FWN mentoring programme alumni will do nothing
less than change the world in ways that will inspire generations to come.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

he Fabian Women’s Network’s Mentoring and Political Education Programme
(launched in 2011) continues to flourish and innovate, now having drawn over 200
women into the cohort of graduates. The benefit the participants gain throughout
the programme and in its afterlife is evidenced by the extremely dynamic cross cohort
WhatsApp group that represents a powerful and supportive network of women with an
active commitment to politics and public life.
The scheme combines a ten month long mentoring programme with political education
training, comprising of a series of linked events that encourage the development of a
peer network alongside the one-on-one mentoring relationship. The programme is run
by experienced leaders and receives support from high ranking politicians. These factors
are crucial to its success.
The organisers responded positively to the recommendations of the first and second
reports and the programme is increasingly supported by a wide base of active and
dedicated volunteers. The scheme continues to depend on the voluntary activity of its
supporters: this was identified as both a strength and a risk in previous reports, but given
the current climate it may be difficult for the organisers to pursue more secure funding.
Their approach of drawing on the expanding pool of graduates and their diverse talents
provides us with confidence about the future sustainability of the programme. The
organisers have consistently endeavoured to ensure a diversity of participants and to
draw from across the UK. Feedback suggests that there is more work to do to make the
programme as accessible as possible, especially to participants from outside of London.
We recommend that the core team of organisers and the wider community of supporters
consider how they might work together to expand the reach of the programme
geographically. The success of the programme in raising graduates’ confidence in
expressing their political voice - knowing that they have a supportive network of colleagues
behind them - is extremely impressive, and critically important if we want to see more
women enter politics and public life. Research Rosie Campbell and colleagues have
conducted has shown that women candidates are more likely to experience harassment
and abuse than men candidates (Collignon et al. 2018). In this context it is imperative
that women encounter supportive environments where they can develop their political
identities and voices, providing a platform from which they can launch their endeavours
to make a difference.
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INTRODUCTION

T

his third evaluation of the Fabian Women’s Network Mentoring and Political
Education Programme covers the fifth, sixth and seventh cohorts to participate in
the scheme (2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18). The methodology used includes
feedback from participants from focus groups with the outgoing mentees as part of
the closing day, semi-structured interviews with six mentees, a short survey of current
mentees and graduates of the programme, and analysis of the programme’s WhatsApp
conversations.
In September 2018 the eighth cohort started the Fabian Women’s Network Mentoring and
Political Education Programme. To date 216 mentees have been through the programme
and 75 women have been mentors. Some mentors have supported five or six mentees.
Between 2015 and 2018 there have been 46 mentors drawn from parliamentarians in
both the House of Commons and the House of Lords, elected members of the London
Assembly and Local Government, women with long experience of sitting on Boards and
women from Trade Unions. New mentors have been invited to join every year, and some
former mentees are putting themselves forward as mentors.
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STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAMME
Selection Process

S

election is a highly rigorous process undertaken by six people with careful
consideration given to a spread of background, experience and geography.
Mentees comment annually on the advantages of being part of a highly varied
group of women.
Between selection and induction mentees are matched with mentors and “buddies” from
previous cohorts. Below are the recruitment and application numbers for 2015 to 2017.

2015

2016

28

28

28
from

104

2017

from

109

from

96

Days and Events
The programme has compulsory days, a series of highly recommended events and other
optional events.
It begins with a compulsory induction led by the organisers where mentees are
introduced to each other and to the structure of the programme. A brief input is given
by Seema Malhotra MP as President of FWN and Ivana Bartoletti and Sara Hyde as
former mentees and Chair of the Fabian Society and Chair of FWN. They highlight the
opportunities created by FWN. Andrew Harrop, Director of the Fabian Society, welcomes
mentees and encourages them to write for the Fabian Society. Members of the Shadow
Cabinet deliver messages of support and encouragement for women to put themselves
forward for political and public life. A session is delivered by Stephen Bush on writing
for political publications. This input and encouragement to write articles has resulted in
mentees’ contributions being published throughout the programme. The induction is held
in the old Shadow Cabinet Room and concludes with mentors meeting their mentees and
networking. Many of the “buddies” join the networking drinks and the meal in a nearby
restaurant to support the mentees in preparing for their first meeting with their mentor.
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Parliament Day is a full compulsory day in the House of Commons with a tour,
attendance at a Select Committee or Women’s PLP, meeting a range of MPs, Opposition
Chief Whip, Labour Leader of the House and a skills exercise. Mentees take their turn
in chairing sessions throughout the day. The day concludes with drinks with members of
the Shadow Cabinet or a reception held by the Labour Leader in the House of Lords. The
evening before Parliament Day there is a private dinner with an invited speaker.
Mentees are highly encouraged to attend the Labour Party Conference where they
meet up with former mentees and speak at the conference both in the main hall and in
fringe events. Over 80 mentees attended the conference in Liverpool in 2018.
The subsidised trip to Brussels has been compulsory with a visit to the European
Parliament, sessions with MEPs, attendance at committees and meetings with relevant
organisations such as the Parti Socialiste Européen. The overnight stay allows further
networking for the group.
A half day visit to the Labour Party Headquarters where mentees are introduced to
the General Secretary of the Labour Party and staff leading on policy and campaigns,
including aspects of general elections, local elections and mayoral elections is now
compulsory.

Two compulsory skills days are held in Northern College, Wentworth Castle, Barnsley
where the focus is on developing and practising personal leadership skills. The days are
led by the organisers with support from the chair of the Advisory Group Meg Munn,
local MPs and a voice coach.
The programme concludes with a session on recruitment, selection and an evaluation.
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Other sessions are arranged by the organisers annually, directly in response to need.
These have included:
• A public life speed networking session where mentees question a range of women
trustees, women chairs and senior women from different public life roles including
NHS Trusts, Charities, NGOs, School Governing Bodies and an increasing number of
former mentees;
• A session on developing resilience;
• A session on decision taking;
• A session on dealing with the press and media;
• A session on becoming a Trustee.
Between 2015 and 2018 mentees and members of the FWN Executive Committee
organised a large number of events. These have included: Women and finance; Women
and AI; Generation Rent; Working Class Aspiration; Gendered Islamophobia; Is
Education Preparing Us For the Jobs of the Future?; The next generation of Suffragettes.
The Public Speaking and Debating Club offered regular debates and training by
international coaches.
Mentees collaborated and exchanged ideas across social media, publicised opportunities
for each other to campaign, and attended a wide range of political and public life events
and social events.
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OUTCOMES OF THE PROGRAMME

W

e measure the outcomes of the programme using a mixed methods approach.
We have surveyed all the participants across the seven cohorts who had
completed the programme by the summer of 2018; we ran focus groups
with participants in the 2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18 programmes; we conducted six
interviews with participants in the 2016-17 programme and we analysed the WhatsApp
conversations between mentees and the organisers.
SURVEY RESULTS
Overall 83 former participants in the programme participated in the survey (60 completed
responses and 23 partial responses).
The Network
The overwhelming majority of respondents to the survey (84%) continue to have
interactions with women they met on the programme: 44% reported interacting once a
week or more. Most participants reported staying in touch through a variety of means
but the most common was through the WhatsApp group. 48% also reported seeing
each other at face-to-face at events. This combination of the social media connections
alongside face-to-face interactions suggests a strong social network that is potentially
extremely beneficial to participants who are actively engaged.
Roughly how often do you have contact with someone you met through the programme?
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How do you most frequently stay in touch with people you met through the programme?
(Respondents could select all that applied)

Skills
As we found in previous reports one of the key outcomes of participation in the
programme is boosting the confidence of the mentees in their own abilities. In total 38%
of respondents reported that their self-confidence was the skill that was most enhanced
by their participation. This was followed by 22% who felt that their understanding of
politics had been most enhanced.
Which of these skills do you think were enhanced most by your participation?
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The programme also helped the majority of respondents to develop the personal
resources that support political activity. Overall 56% of the respondents to the survey
felt that participating in the programme helped them to develop a political identity, 70%
reported that the programme helped them to better articulate their political perspective
and 81% felt that participating in the programme improved their confidence to participate
in political and public debate.
To what extent has the programme helped you develop a political identity?
1 = to no real extent, 5 = to a great extent.

To what extent has the programme enabled you to better articulate your political perspective?
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To what extent has the programme improved your confidence to participate in political
and public debate?

Securing public positions
As well as boosting participants’ self-confidence and self-perceptions as political actors,
a considerable number reported that their involvement in the programme had helped
them to secure a public position. In total 43% of the respondents said that participating
in the programme had directly helped them secure a public position including being
selected and elected as a local councillor, securing a place in the cabinet of a local
authority, community organising, securing a job with a shadow cabinet minister, chairing
and directing a charity and being selected as a parliamentary candidate.
Satisfaction with the programme
Overall, the participants to the survey rated the programme extremely highly. When
asked to say how likely they would be to recommend the programme to a friend on a
scale from 0 to 10 (10 being very likely) all respondents gave a response of 6 or over
and 80% selected 10.

When asked how likely they would be to
recommend the programme on a scale of 0 to 10,
80% of participants chose 10.
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Recommendations from participants
Respondents were given the opportunity to provide some qualitative feedback at the end
of the survey. There were very many positive comments and messages of thanks to the
organisers. Among the suggestions for improvement were:
• Bursaries for participants on low incomes and to facilitate travel across the country;
• More activities outside of London;
• Policy specific learning opportunities;
• More guidance/training for mentors;
• More in-person opportunities to meet women from other cohorts;
• Peer-mentoring, pairing or buddying on the programme within the cohort from the
beginning;
• More evening events;
• Consciousness of participants’ faith needs;
• Greater diversity in understandings of how to ‘do’ politics;
• Clear strategy to stand for selection with tips and pitfalls to watch out for.
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CASE STUDIES

‘The programme gave
me the confidence
to speak in front of
crowds, on TV and in
debate.’
Sarah Church

I

signed up for the Fabian Women’s Network scheme just before I left my first career
as an Army officer. I knew I wanted to look into politics as a potential second career
but was not at all sure how or where to start. The scheme offers a practical education
in politics and the Labour Party, particularly at the national level, which is essential for
anyone seeking to navigate the ‘system’ to find a way into politics.
A few months into starting the scheme, I led a large campaign to protect the libraries that
were under threat of closure in Swindon. This was new territory for me, but after only a
few months with the Fabian Women’s Network, I felt that I had the confidence to follow
through on a large and daunting campaign. In the end, we made a difference in Swindon:
the libraries are still open two years on. My confidence came from the encouragement
and advice of my mentor, Baroness Jan Royall, who has become a true and trusted
friend, as well as from the positive impact of my newly-found Fabian sisters. Knowing
these women has opened my mind, helped me to understand who I am, and shown me
the diversity of women in so many different roles in public life.
I had been thinking about standing for election as a Labour MP, but the 2017 General
Election came around sooner than I expected. Without the encouragement of my Fabian
sisters, I would have been unlikely to stand. I stood and I did well. I’ve subsequently been
re-selected as the PPC.
Ultimately, what did the Mentoring programme give me? It gave me the basic political
knowledge I need to understand this new world I am seeking to be part of; it showed
me a way to make contacts and network in order to get things done; and it gave me
the confidence to speak in front of crowds, on TV and in debate. Most importantly, I am
connected to a large group of impressive, diverse, and influential women whose positive
influence in my life spurs me on to do better.
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‘If you want to go fast,
go alone;
if you want to go far,
go together.’
Sara Hyde
Back in 2013 I was very active in my local community and juggling a trio of theatre,
prison and an interest in party politics, trying where I could to combine them. I’d run
successful community and feminist campaigns as a grassroots activist but through working
in prisons had realised I could only have minimum impact triaging the victims of a broken
system – I needed to be involved in changing the system itself. Having that revelation
is one thing, knowing what to do next is another. Thank God for the Fabian Women’s
Network mentoring programme!
I heard about it through friends and, in true self-sabotaging style, put in a rushed
application minutes before the deadline. Somewhat miraculously - as it seemed to me at
the time - I was offered a place on the scheme. The first day we met in parliament and
every woman there was dripping with political experience and achievements – I thought
they’d made a mistake in inviting me… From day one, the support of Caroline, Christine
and my fellow mentees was astounding. The programme was a catalyst at just the right
time.
The sisterhood, the wise counsel, the network itself has sustained me in so much of my
political journey. In 2015 I had the huge privilege of becoming FWN’s Vice Chair. It is
my utter delight to give back and support other diverse women in their journeys, the
way the network did for me. In 2016 I was a London Assembly Candidate; in 2017 a
Parliamentary Candidate; in May 2018 I became a councillor for Caledonian ward,
Islington and in December 2018 I was elected as Chair of the Fabian Women’s Network.
None of this would have been possible without the women that make up the Fabian
Women’s Network. They support, push, promote and challenge me – these sisters make
me stronger. If you want to go fast, go alone; if you want to go far, go together.
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‘The programme
meant I found my
political voice.’
Catherine Fookes

Before the programme I had reached a point in my career where I wasn’t sure what to
do next. I had a great job but I seemed to have reached a stalemate. I had always been
interested in politics but wasn’t sure how to get involved.
I am now Director of the Women’s Equality Network (WEN) Wales, a membership
charity campaigning on women’s rights and equality. We run a mentoring scheme to
get more diverse women into political and public life, run events to raise awareness of
the challenges facing women and lobby government on policy to improve women’s lives
such as on childcare and on setting quotas for women and underrepresented groups in
politics. In 2018 we published our Manifesto on Women’s Rights in Wales.
The programme meant I found my political voice. I stood twice - with great support from
FWN - as a Welsh Assembly Member and as a County Councillor, both in Tory safe
seats. Whilst I lost both times, I learnt huge amounts about the political system and about
campaigning. I loved knocking on doors and talking to people and trying to resolve their
problems.
Since standing, with the support of Christine, I have secured a really fantastic and
fulfilling role which I don’t believe I would have got if I hadn’t done the programme. The
programme gave me confidence, a voice, a network and crucially it helped me hone my
public speaking skills – such an important part of any senior role. The network of AMs I
had met whilst on the campaign trail in Wales has also helped me significantly with my
new role.
In a nutshell, doing the FWN mentoring scheme was life-changing for me.
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‘Before the scheme I
felt things.
Now I do something
about them.’
Tamara Cincik
My son was 4 at the time I joined the mentoring scheme and trust me, the juggle is real.
I come from a freelance fashion styling background: every job is your last, so you over
deliver and overstretch. This might all sound very glamorous and partially bizarre. But it’s
the reality of anyone across pay scales and all forms of freelance/zero hour contracts.
You constantly panic and you don’t know what you will earn, or what you are worth. I
didn’t know what I was worth. That’s why I joined the mentoring scheme: I didn’t see me
anywhere I looked. Before the scheme I felt things. Now I do something about them.
I was offered a role by my mentor Sharon Hodgson MP in her office and I worked part
time for her as well as still fashion styling-my substantive career.
It was the first time I had sick pay or holiday pay and that is the reality of so many of us
in the brave new world of work. I learnt how to set agendas, how parliament works and
also that all these people in the political world were at times in their own echo chamber,
much like the fashion world I know. Indeed, both have a front row.
It became very clear to me that my industry needs a voice. That we are not being included
in enough policy discussions and around Brexit this is critical. I organised Roundtables
for fashion stakeholders at the Houses of Parliament.
I also organise ‘Glass Ceiling Not Glass Slipper’ to give a voice and space for those who
often aren’t heard and work out what is holding them back. We have events at the Houses
of Parliament with a range of discussions around education, housing, intersectional
feminism and more.
I realised through the mentoring scheme you cannot wait for anyone else to sort
everything: now I have the skills to step up and the resilience to deal with the nonsense.
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‘This scheme totally
demystified power and
politics for me.’
Shaista Aziz
In 2018 I was elected councillor for Oxford’s Rose Hill and Iffley Ward, appointed as
Oxford City Council’s first ever Representation in the Workforce Champion, elected co
vice chair of the Fabian Women’s Network and selected on to the prestigious Clore
Emerging Leader Programme for the Women and Girls sector.
My political journey as an elected councillor has been long but without a doubt the Fabian
Women’s Network mentoring programme and the ongoing support I’ve received from
Christine, Caroline and FWN Chair Sarah Hyde in particular made a huge difference
and gave me focus and an understanding and insight into political life.
My work as an equalities campaigner and as one of the co founders of NGO Safe
Space, focused on the patriarchal harm and damage being done through the aid sector
to women and girls in the Global South, is gathering pace and gaining traction.
So far this year I’ve been invited to speak at the Cambridge Union, Durham Union,
University of Oxford, the ThinkFest Lahore, Pakistan, and later in the year Iceland on
#AidToo #MeToo.
My work on equalities and specifically women and homelessness and housing is also
becoming more high profile. I’m one of the co founders of the Labour Homelessness
Campaign.
This scheme totally demystified power and politics for me. It helped me navigate my
way through these structural barriers, get elected, go on to mentor women and build a
network of women who, like me, believe in the power of pulling women up rather than
pushing women down.
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‘The FWN mentoring
programme was truly
transformational.’
Priscilla Mensah

For me, the Fabian Women’s Network Mentoring Programme was truly transformational.
Not only did I build an exceptional network of phenomenal women, but in getting to know
them and gaining access to some of my heroes in the world of politics, the programme
provoked powerful and important questions for me to answer about my values and
political convictions. I came to the programme having just concluded my position as the
first black female student union President at Cambridge University and after ending the
programme I started a position overseeing the DfID Trade for Development portfolio at
the UN and World Trade Organisation for the U.K. Mission in Geneva!

‘I truly owe the
scheme my career.’
Frances Weetman

The Fabian Women Mentoring Programme is, without a doubt, the best thing I’ve ever
been a part of. It has boosted my confidence, my career and been an invaluable support
network (that’s without mentioning all the friends I’ve made along the way!). Within a
year of joining the scheme, I was elected to North Tyneside Council, I won the Virago New
Statesman Prize and was offered a book publishing contract. I couldn’t have achieved
any of these things without the scheme - I truly owe it my career.
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‘How’s that for life
changing!’
Sheila Chapman

I began the mentoring programme a full time lawyer in the financial sector. I am now a
Labour councillor, prison monitor and member of the FWN Executive Committee. I have
been published in the Fabian Review and am working on putting on a play with a theatre
maker I met on the programme. How’s that for life changing!

‘The scheme taught me
that politics is for me’
Jenny Cutliffe

Coming from a small town in the north of England, I believed politics was not for
people like me. I’m working class, very shy and consistently devalue myself. When I
applied to the Fabian Women’s Mentoring Scheme I didn’t think for one second I’d
be accepted. The scheme taught me that politics is for me, and that I just have to be
brave enough to go out and do it. Being in a group of such impressive, talented women
who wanted to hear what I had to say was completely new to me. Spending time in
Westminster and with my mentor gave me the confidence to apply to be a Labour MP
in my home town, something I would not have even considered before the scheme.
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Our mentees have shared their political voices
by chairing conference panels and contributing
to debates on live national television.
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DIVERSITY

T

he programme organisers have sustained efforts to recruit and select participants
from across the UK and from a range of age groups, ethnic backgrounds, and to
make efforts to make the programme accessible to mentees with disabilities. The
majority of participants are drawn from London and the South East but the programme
has included a consistent proportion of participants resident outside of London, ranging
from 23% to 36%.

The majority of respondents described their ethnicity as white, with 24% of the mentees
who participated in the programme between 2015 and 2018 drawn from BAME and
mixed ethnic backgrounds.
The largest age group represented among the mentees is 20-30, but among the mentees
who participated in the programme between 2015 and 2018, 51% were aged over 30.
In each cohort there were between one and three participants aged over 50.
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FOCUS GROUPS
Confidence

A

s evidenced in the last two reports, and other research regarding the impact
of women’s networks, the mentees reported increases in their confidence as a
result of participating in the programme.

‘The induction I attended gave me confidence. I looked around the room [and thought]
every single person deserves to be here - logically perhaps I deserve to too.’
‘This has been empowering in terms of getting me more confident and strengthening my
confidence along the journey; from women’s officer to activist to councillor.’
‘I also had a Dorothy from Wizard of Oz moment. I was wearing the shoes all along and
the only thing that was holding me back was me.’
‘I work in a very male environment and I realised that [the programme] was a good space
to try things without being talked over by men. It has helped me to be more forceful in that
sort of environment.’
‘I have gone from having a job where I was feeling like I was on the fringe to feeling like I
am involved.’
‘We received so many messages from Christine and Caroline saying ‘you’re ready, you’re
the leader.’ I feel comfortable to walk into the House of Commons and to say I belong
here.’
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Impact
Many of the mentees reported a direct impact on their careers that resulted from their
participation in the programme.
‘It completely exceeded my expectations. I was selected and elected as councillor. I had a
book published and have a book contract. I wouldn’t have believed the effect on my life.’
‘As a programme it’s been really meaningful because so many times you look at public
images of success and you don’t see many images of women but of men. I discovered the
different options that are available to you and how exciting that is. Wanted a next step
when finished – I’ve just found out I’ve got a new job.’
‘My professional life has transformed because of the networks I’ve been put onto and the
skills such as resilience [I’ve built up]. ‘
‘Like lots of other people I’ve moved on to do other things. I’ve become Vice Chair of my
CLP and I’m now researcher to a shadow cabinet member - it’s been really life changing.‘‘

Diversity
Several mentees in the programme said that they valued the diversity of the group, but
also suggested ways to help a broader group participate.
‘The mix of ages was important to me and to other ‘older’ participants.’
‘The events are welcoming, friendly and interesting and diverse. [There is] regional diversity
[but more] regional Fabian events might help engender [more] in future. ‘
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The Labour Party
Some participants flagged challenging environments inside the Labour Party as a
problem for their political activism.
‘During a very difficult year for Labour this place was a bit of a sanctuary. [There were]
horrible branch meetings and CLP meetings – really disheartening. This group has been
really positive and can do.’
‘The word comrade is quite misused in the Labour Party. I see people calling each other
comrade that are anything but [as a] signal of ideological purity but not in anyway of
acting in a brotherly manner. Creating sisterhood [we can] have disagreements with each
other and hold different views without thinking that the other is evil. I don’t know if that is a
particularly female thing.’
‘I was in quite a toxic local Labour party and that was having quite a negative impact on
me and my life so I think [my mentor] didn’t ever tell me what to be doing but she asked
the question “Are you really sure?”. It played on my mind. Gave me the confidence to step
away from it because there is a whole route of things you can do besides being an MP by
exercising soft power in an organisation. I was bullied out of my local Labour party. I think
that is ok if you can get a lot out of it but not if you can’t even work towards an outcome
because the environment is so toxic.’
‘I joined Labour a little half-heartedly thinking it was going to be very centralist and very
male dominated…I met some amazing women in the local Labour party who all immediately
got what my reservations were, introduced me to lots of women and told me about the
scheme. The scheme has opened-up a completely different aspect of politics for me.’
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Training
Participants in the focus groups rated the formal training very highly.
‘Barnsley - The place is inspirational. Not in London - a college for adult education.
Anything that gets us together physically is a great part of it.’
‘I had no idea about the quality of all the training we were going to have.’
‘I found the events a nice kick in the bum to propel ourselves into new challenges.
Your voice can make much more difference back out in the workplace or into
your community.’
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Safe Spaces
The continuing need for safe spaces for women to develop their ideas and nurture their
political voice was a theme that ran throughout the focus groups.
‘I really wanted to meet other women who were interested in politics. I’d spent years getting
into arguments in the pub with a load of men and it would be really frustrating because
it would be just me and them left and I just really wanted other women who could be in
those conversations and that has happened which was great… It is also nice to have that
conversation with women sharing that initial premise.’
‘I have become more aware of the importance of networking with other women. I would
never have used the term sisterhood… I didn’t realise how important it is for women to
support each other. Women share a huge number of things. There are things that other
women are facing that I didn’t realise they were facing too.’
‘It’s the safe space. I’ve come from a career where I’m often the only woman and although I
have no problem shooting my mouth off in front of a load of blokes because I’ve been doing
it for years, but you have to be careful. I find myself thinking I can’t be the one to mention
the parents’ point again even if it’s a justified thing… Everybody has these experiences that
they are chipped away as a woman. Sometimes you have to start the process with only
women in the room and then increase the circle to include men who are supportive.’
‘Checking yourself constantly, I don’t want to be the big feminist eventually leads to silencing
you. I’m constantly doing that in community groups. I asked ‘where are the women?’ in a
panel and for weeks I was subject to criticism that I was part of an international project
to silence Muslims. I said I simply asked, ‘where are the women?’ A lot of other women
messaged me and thanked me saying they were thinking the same thing.’
Networks
The mentees overwhelmingly described the network created by the programme through
the mentors, organisers, speakers and critically each other as central to its success.
‘I don’t come from the kind of family that would feel that sitting in this room having this kind
of conversation is achievable. My dad is an electrician, I went to the local comprehensive,
I didn’t join a political group at university. I didn’t have any networks. And suddenly I can
throw something onto the WhatsApp group and someone will know someone who can put
you in touch with someone.’
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INTERVIEWS
Mentoring Styles

T

here was a variety in how frequently the mentees reported meeting with their
mentors. Several met every 6-8 weeks but a couple met only once or twice.
Interviewees reported a variety of different mentoring styles, some informal and
discursive and some more structured and focused on strategic thinking and planning.
‘I was looking for a sounding board for my ideas from a different perspective – peering
behind the curtain in that world. And that is what I got.’
‘She encouraged me - she was the main person who suggested I should stand for council.’
Network
The importance of the network to the participants was stressed in the interviews.
‘Suddenly have this network of women who are involved in all aspects of policy and other
issues. I’ve never had a network like that before. I didn’t expect that to carry on after.’
Training
Several of the interviewees took the opportunity to discuss the public life training aspects
of the programme.
‘In public life it is harder to identify what the opportunities are and they tend to come
through networking - it’s one of the ways the programme is really useful.’
‘People sharing trusteeship opportunities. Stepping stone into a side of public life.’
‘The public life side is underdeveloped - we got a lot of exposure to people in political life.
But [there was a] lack of exposure to people in public life. Quite a few people from public
life were mentors and buddies but not enough in terms of focused sessions.’
‘It could be very interesting to try an event that is about governance roles - broadly about
being a charity trustee or chair. The only time we got space to cover this was at speed
networking, which obviously is at speed.’
Access and Diversity
Several mentees mentioned the issue of access and diversity.
‘[Mentees are] self-funded [and there is a] time commitment. [The group is] very metropolitian
– people coming from big urban centres.’
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THE ROLE OF WHATSAPP
Kate Talbot

T

he existence of the patriarchy has necessitated that women carve out private
women only spaces, allowing them a place to collaborate away from a society
that continually attempts to dictate how they should move through the world.
Countless studies demonstrate that the gendered behaviour women are encouraged,
and expected, to display – to speak quietly, to speak less, to shrink back – greatly
reduce when men are not present. It has been in these spaces that women have refined
ideas and organised campaigns; have had the opportunity to recognise that experiences
which seemed individual are in fact widely shared; and have named and challenged the
issues that they face.
While these began as physical spaces, the evolution of technology means women are
no longer required to physically be in one another’s presence to reap the benefits of a
supportive, skilled, and knowledgeable community. Barriers to inclusion like distance,
being on maternity leave, lack of mobility, and cost of travel are being pulled down. Our
mentees in Manchester can FaceTime peers in London for an individual catch up, Google
hangouts provide a virtual meeting space, and even a quick good luck text ahead of an
important meeting can make all the difference.
However what the organisers have really noticed over the past couple of years is how
important a tool WhatsApp has become for our mentees. We have always shared
information over email, but those interactions felt much more impersonal – the WhatsApp
groups feel like rooms you can enter and leave at will. Each cohort has a group, there is a
group for all mentees past and present, and recently industry specific groups have been
set up to link exceptional women working in areas as varied as international development,
education and VAWG, as well a group for aspiring and current councillors. In short, we
have gone from A Room of One’s Own to having it all on your phone.

We wanted to look at the use of WhatsApp in more detail to identify the topics being
discussed, the information being shared, and to ensure we were making the most of
these virtual women only spaces. We had noticed themes around asking for advice,
highlighting achievements, and sharing job opportunities. We chose a random month
and looked at all the interactions in both the main group and in one of the individual
cohort groups, which was one month into the programme.
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Themes
Advice: In both the main and cohort group specific advice was requested on five different
occasions. All received responses, usually from multiple sources.
The topics mentees sought advice on included selection meetings; writing motions;
devolved government; prisons; justice; employment and discrimination; preparing for
media appearances; developing new campaigns; CV support; and contacts.
Achievements: Mentees were more likely to share their own achievements in the smaller
cohort group as opposed to the main group. The cohort group had eleven examples of
someone sharing their own achievement compared to six in the main group. However
mentees were twice as likely to share other mentees’ achievements in the main group
(four times) compared to the cohort group (twice).
The achievements shared included being selected; being elected; media appearances;
having work published; contributing at public meetings; new jobs; and even running a
half marathon.
Job Opportunities: No job opportunities were shared in the main group, and just one
was shared in the cohort group.
Positive Aspects
• How comfortable people were with each other, both in terms of sharing ‘weaknesses’
and having confidence in their own skills to help others;
• How the scheme has given women confidence to do new things;
• How often people will share helpful information or interesting articles unprompted;
• The wide range of topics including the role of social media in public life (past mistakes
being publicised); candidate vetting; selection processes and #MeToo, and the
respectful way in which they were discussed, especially when members had strong
but differing opinions;
• How mentees would ask for and receive public support via social media, promote
other women’s work, share research surveys, turn up to each other’s events and
campaigns;
• How the groups are seen as a safe space for support after something difficult
(particularly the individual cohort group).
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Areas for improvement
• There are far fewer job opportunities shared than we thought – we will ask mentees
to actively promote vacancies in their organisations and offer advice to potential
applicants;
• At times there can be an overwhelming and less personal feel of the main group,
which has resulted in some members leaving;
• Following on from that, extended discussions need to move into smaller groups to
avoid people receiving multiple notifications;
• It is clear that some previous mentees are missing out. If cohorts (this tends to be the
earlier ones) do not have active groups on WhatsApp those mentees are unable to
access a great resource;
• We need to think of ways to encourage contributions from a wider range of people:
both groups are dominated by a small number of voices.
Examples of messages
As is often the case, examples of individual interactions can illustrate the points more
effectively than numbered lists and statistics, so we have chosen a few of our favourites
to share.
Main WhatsApp group:
Totally love this group. It’s often hard to keep up with the FWN-MP work as we graduate
and move on. For me this is the ’private safe space’ to discuss, support and celebrate.’
‘Interesting political debates - really interesting discussion, robust and respectful - learning
to disagree ought to be on every syllabus!’
‘We are fighting on many fronts and (perhaps for the first time) I am appreciating this
space of solidarity, challenge and hope. Also I have a new bigger phone and can actually
see everyone’s names!!!’
‘I am so grateful for the Fabianistas - it’s a circle and wave of love and support.’
After one Labour Party member received a huge online backlash after speaking out about
her sexual assault and how it was dealt with by the Party, the group organised and paid
for flowers and a message of solidarity to be sent.
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Individual cohort WhatsApp group:
‘She’s been very supportive already Christine, thanks for putting us in touch.’
‘I have been watching your successes with pride and inspiration!’
‘Hi everyone, I’ve just been selected as the candidate for XXX in next year’s local election. I
feel excited and humbled and I’m ready to get stuck in. Thanks to everyone who supported
me and a huge THANKS of course to Christine and Caroline without whom this wouldn’t be
possible. I feel very, very humbled. I was super nervous before hand! I honestly wouldn’t
have taken this path if I hadn’t been on this mentoring scheme. It helped me focus! Thank
you to all of you xxx’
On speaking out at a difficult panel event: ‘And so I just wanted to say: being part of this
group, doing the mentoring scheme, has really highlighted for me the need for us women
to speak up, to look out for each other - and as a 40-something white woman, a personal
need to be a visible ally to younger women and women of colour. Thank you all for helping
me to understand that, and for giving me the strength to speak up when challenged as I was
yesterday. I hope that, as I say, I can just speak up even louder, more eloquently and more
formidably in the future… But at least it’s a start!’ Received lots of supportive messages in
return and responded: ‘Thank you. I couldn’t have done it without all you guys!’
As a reader, we are sure you are as warmed and enthused by these examples as we
were selecting them. Remember – these are just examples from one single month.
Conclusion
Our major conclusion from this work is that the groups are playing a role much larger
than helping with transactional bits of information or advice. Because members know
they can ask ‘silly’ questions, float opinions they aren’t sure on, and share provocative
opinion pieces without being judged or attacked, the WhatsApp groups are doing what
women only spaces have been doing for years: they are actively helping our mentees
develop their political identity and their political voice. They are becoming a key part of
what our programme can provide, and long may it continue.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

T

he Fabian Women’s Network Political Education and Mentoring Programme
continues to be an exemplar of best practice for a programme of its kind. The
outcomes in terms of raising the confidence of participants to engage in political
and public life and in improving their skills and knowledge are demonstrated by the range
of data cited in this report. From the survey evidence that shows that the overwhelming
majority feel that the programme has improved their confidence in participating in public
debate and articulating their political position, to the focus groups and interviews which
highlight the first person testaments to the success of the programme.
The commitment of the organisers and the quality of the engagement that they maintain
with the existing, and graduated mentees, is phenomenal. The programme is meticulously
organised, the internal processes are reflective and there is a serious effort to continue
to improve. The level of professionalism is absolutely first rate and given that the
programme is run by volunteers this is truly an incredible achievement. The organisers
have addressed the challenges of running a volunteer led programme and the issues of
succession planning by drawing on the expanding pool of graduates and their diverse
talents; this provides us with confidence about the future sustainability of the programme.
The organisers have consistently endeavoured to ensure a diversity of participants and
have measured and tracked the regional, ethnic and economic diversity of the intakes.
Feedback suggests that there is more work to do to make the programme as accessible
as possible especially to participants from outside of London. We recommend that the
core team of organisers and the wider community of supporters consider how they might
work together to expand the reach of the programme geographically.
We also recommend that the organisers consider:
• Expanding the public life component of training sessions;
• Setting a minimum number of mentoring meetings;
• Formalise the delivery primers by mentees or graduates to deepen the policy
knowledge of the mentees and make best use of the skills available within the cohort;
• Organising regional Fabian events linked to the programme;
• Pursue funds for bursaries for participants on low incomes and to facilitate travel
across the country.
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In addition to these recommendations several mentees described challenging situations
they had experienced within the Labour Party, particularly within their constituency parties.
It is alarming to think that women who face a greater proportion of harassment when they
stand as candidates also potentially face toxic environments when they join parties. The
FWN programme provides a safe space for women to find their political voice together,
as beautifully articulated by one focus group participant “The [programme gave us the]
opportunity to take risks in a safe environment because it has from the beginning felt
like a safe environment.” The important work that the programme does to draw women
in risks being undermined if the culture within political parties is not egalitarian and
supportive. We would recommend that the programme organisers continue to work to
develop the networks, confidence and resilience of the participants at the same time as
raising awareness about the issues some of them face within the Labour Party.

‘The Fabian Women’s Network Political
Education and Mentoring Programme
continues to be an exemplar of best
practice for a programme of its kind.‘
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REFLECTIONS FROM THE ORGANISERS

Caroline Adams

Christine Megson

C

an it really be eight years since we launched the FWN Mentoring programme?
As we catch our breath to reflect on the programme, we can see so much to
celebrate but also so many more opportunities to make a difference to the lives
of more women and to support them on their journeys.
The Mentees
There are always some very special moments in the FWN Mentoring Programme
calendar. Each of the years has been shaped by the range of women in the different
cohorts, but every year has some of the same highlights in common.
It is always exciting as the new applications pour in, and each year we select former
mentees to join the selection panel to ensure a broader perspective and increased rigour.
We sit amazed at the sheer talent and variety of inspirational women who want to join
the programme and add to the social and intellectual capital we are amassing in this
network.
Our induction feels like alchemy as every year twenty-eight new women meet, start to
share skills, exchange expertise and peer mentor each other. Though their backgrounds
are totally different: from anaesthetist to architect, from farmer to fashion photographer,
from company secretary to circus director; though they were born in Kabul or Cumbria,
Bosnia or Birmingham, Ghana or Grimsby, they share Fabian values, and a massive
capacity to effect change.
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Alongside their values, what they have in common is a desire to increase their confidence,
to have clearer knowledge of the routes into politics and public life, to learn to speak
and write so their voices can be heard, to understand how to be visible and ultimately to
be more successful in politics and public life not for their own glory but to have influence
and positive impact on others’ lives.
And as the founders of the Fabian Women’s Network Mentoring Programme - that
is exactly what we want to achieve - hearing more women’s voices at every layer of
government, more women’s voices in the Board room of charities and public and private
companies and listening to more women speaking in the media on TV, radio, and in print:
women decision makers and influencers reflecting the makeup of the world we live in.
But at the start of each cohort we do see that some women are held back or hold
themselves back by negative voices in their lives or negative voices in their heads.
They have been told they are not good enough, that’s not what girls or women do or they tell themselves they can’t do something and they have not always received the
encouragement they deserved. And some of the women don’t have the networks or the
contacts or the navigating tools. And they have seen more men in positions of influence.
The Mentors
We are hugely indebted to all our mentors, and particularly those who have been with us
year in year out. It is heartening every year to observe the positive effect of mentors, both
individual mentors matched as closely as we can to what the women want to achieve,
and the effect of the peer mentoring from previous mentees. The women themselves act
as peer mentors, peer supporters, role models and cheer leaders.
We recognise that we need mentors at different stages of our lives. Cross roads and
choices continue and may be more challenging as we get older so the mix of skills,
geography, background and the age range of 20+ to 60+ on the programme is important,
so too is the growing pool of mentors and those role models from public life who attend
for the speed networking events. We see how influential they are year after year.
A Matter of Space
Space and the sense of belonging is always a crucial aspect of the programme, so we
observe at the outset some women walk hesitantly into Parliament and then watch them
stride out at the end. We show women that the space at the Shadow Cabinet table or the
Board room table belongs to them. They have the right to occupy that space, and we aim
to instil in them the confidence and skills to do so.
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There are other really important spaces we have occupied every year to great effect:
the Square outside the European Parliament in Brussels and the Chamber inside, where
Mary Honeyball MEP our special sponsor and a range of other MEPs have annually and
generously shared their time and expertise with us.
Northern College in Barnsley provides a stunning location and the space for mentees
to reflect and focus on their personal leadership skills and the majority record this as a
highlight of the programme.
And the visit to Labour Party HQ enables the mentees to experience a unique insider’s
view of the Labour Party and the staff who work there.
Achievements
But what has made the current experience so different from the first years is the sheer
number of mentees we now have and the range of their achievements. The use of the
individual cohort and whole group WhatsApp provides the opportunities of sharing
expertise and voicing ideas in a safe space. Questions from women in one cohort on
everything including professional, policy, political and
personal challenges are answered by women in others.
Networks and contacts are shared, events are organised,
panels are drawn and policy work is being developed
by women from different cohorts. A mentee from one
cohort who works for the BBC sought another mentee
with expertise on equal pay. Within two hours we were watching the live result.
One mentee developing a policy from within a charity joined forces with another mentee
working for an MP who was able to highlight the issue with a different powerful voice.
Opportunities for writing, for trustee roles, for jobs, for speaking at conferences are being
shared. Many of our mentees have been published, with their ideas actively shaping the
political debate on a range of issues. Some have even been recognised with national
writing prizes.
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Forty-two councillors have been elected so far with thanks to the candidates putting
themselves forward, and other mentees critiquing promotional material and going out
on the doorstep campaigning for them.
In 2018 we were delighted to receive a Labour Excellence award from SME4Labour
for our outstanding contribution. We could go on - but would encourage you to read
the mentees’ blogs and articles in Fabiana and the FWN newsletters and to attend our
events to hear the stories from the mentees themselves.
But we don’t work in isolation so our thanks goes out once again to Professor Rosie
Campbell, Director of the Global Institute for Women’s Leadership and Professor of
Politics at King’s College London, and to Kate Talbot, our ex-Programme Assistant
Coordinator and former mentee. Our thanks of course go to Unison our sponsors, to
all our mentors, to our advisers and speakers, to FWN Executive members past and
present, to Andrew Harrop and the Fabian Society and to everyone who helps ensure
our continuing success and roll call of achievement. And of course to our mentees whose
voices we are hearing almost daily.
Looking Ahead
The FWN Mentoring Programme relies entirely on volunteer programme co-coordinators,
and of a number of other women who give up their time for free. We are committed to not
charging a fee for the scheme, and helping where we can financially - through donations
and grants - for those who can least afford any travel costs for example, in order to make
it accessible to anyone who applies.
To help us continue the work of the Programme and help even more women, from all parts
of the country and from even more diverse backgrounds in the years to come, donations
are vital, and can be made to the Fabian Women’s Network through the Fabian Society.
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THE MENTORING PROGRAMME

FINDING
HAS HELPED ME TO...
HER POLITICAL
VOICE
This report is an evaluation of the fifth, sixth and seventh years of
the Fabian Women’s Network Mentoring and Political Education
Programme (launched in 2011). Since the publication of Cracks in
the Glass Ceiling in 2014 and Footsteps in the Sand in 2016, the
programme continues to flourish and to be an exemplar of best practice
for a programme of its kind.
The success of the programme in raising graduates’ confidence in
expressing their political voice is extremely impressive and critically
important if we want to see more women enter politics and public life.
Professor Rosie Campbell
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